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VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES

LifeTech’s Life Scan — a Vulnerability Management Services solution — detects vulnerabilities across 
network devices, servers, web applications and databases to help you reduce risk and better manage 
compliance requirements. We provide services on advanced scanning capabilities to detect and prioritize 
hidden risks on your public-facing and internal network infrastructure. Simplified workflow automation 
and unique reporting capabilities help speed vulnerability identification and remediation. Our solution 
is cloud-based so you can save on licensing fees and security operations maintenance costs.

Through Life Scan, your organization can achieve improved time to value by leveraging an on-demand 
cloud-based platform, removing the need to purchase dedicated scanning applications. This achieves 
a more efficient end-to-end process for remediating vulnerabilities, and better tracking for compliance 
purposes as well as a streamlined Security-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery model.



VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES
LIFE SCAN

Vulnerability Management Via agent-less scanning from both inside and outside the firewall, to detect vulnerabilities 
in customer’s security and networking posture

Remediation Guidance Workflow to help fix vulnerabilities quickly and easily through the information provided 
in monthly remediation reports

Database Vulnerability Detection Help identify vulnerabilities in common databases and database configurations to 
ensure the customer’s databases are properly postured in security 

Web Vulnerability Detection Help identify threats such as SQL injections, cross site scripting and other high risk 
vulnerabilities in web applications of the customer

Intelligent Scanning Deliver accurate scan results in less time with a system that follows an assessment 
process similar to that used by ethical hackers, with fewer false positives

L IFE SCAN FEATURES

LIFE SCAN VALUE PROPOSITON

Improved time to value - leveraging an on-demand cloud based platform vs. cumbersome customer provided equipment 
(CPE) deployment options 

Minimized time and effort -  automation and a single solution to cover the broadest set of vulnerabilities 

Improved accuracy of investigations and reduced mitigation time 

Hierarchical access and views let managers distribute the workload of vulnerability management throughout the organization 

Satisfy internal and external scanning requirements

PCI Compliant Scanning

L IFE SCAN PACKAGES

STANDARD PREMIUM

Agentless-scanning 

Internal and external scanning 

Web Application, Infra and DB Scanning 

Remediation guidance 

Scanning frequency: 1 time scanning 

Unlimited scanning for dedicated IP range  
On-site review discussion

Monthly policy change requests (2 x 12 hours, 2 x 24 hours) 

Monthly on-site operational review  discussion


